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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Dispute leads to IBHE,
Madigan subpoenas
By Joseph Ryan
Senior reporter

A heated contract negotiation
between Eastern and one of its
unions has sparked a wave of subpoenas from a federal investigation
reaching all the way to the executive director of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education and House
Speaker Michael Madigan.
The subpoenas request information regarding a year-long contract negotiation between a union
representing 10 Steam Plant
employees as well as a meeting
that took place between Madigan,
the union and then Eastern
President Carol Surles.
At a press conference Tuesday
afternoon Madigan denied any
wrongdoing in the situation, and
Eastern and the IBHE have said
they are complying with the subpoenas, but would not comment
any further on the issue.
Eastern began negotiating with
Chicago-based
International
Union of Operating Engineers
Local 399 in June of 2000 after the
previous contract expired, but a
settlement could not be reached
until Sept. of 2001. For the interim the union was working with no
contract.
During the Spring of 2001,
Madigan said he stepped in and
hosted a meeting at the request of
the union to get both sides together to talk about the failing negotiations. He said he holds meetings
like this often, and that in his
“judgment” he did nothing illegal.
“It was a very cordial meeting, a
very courteous meeting” he said.
Madigan says the union, which
is a significant contributor to his

campaigns,
was requesting a wage
increase to
meet
the
s t a t e ’ s
defined prevailing wage;
h ow e v e r,
Madigan
Eastern
would not meet those terms.
Madigan characterized the
university’s refusal to provide a
prevailing wage as “not the type of
situation that I personally find to
be healthy for labor relations anywhere in the state of Illinois.”
He also said his chief of staff
held a meeting with union and
university officials to discuss the
negotiations a “relatively short
period of time” before his meeting.
Loretta Durbin, wife of Sen.
Dick Durbin, D-Illinois, and a
paid lobbyist for the university,
“may have been” at the meeting
too, Madigan told reporters. And
he said it would have been “natural” for him to have talked to her
about the union negotiations at
points besides the formal meeting.
Madigan denied that Eastern’s
funding was used as leverage to
settle the contract dispute or that
the union’s endorsement of his
daughter’s campaign for state
attorney general played any role in
his decision to hold the meeting.
To support his statement, he
noted that Eastern received a substantial increase in state appropriations for that fiscal year, and
“jumped” ahead of other universities to secure funds for the $43
million Doudna Fine Arts Center
expansion and renovation project.
Furthermore, Eastern didn’t

settle the contract for several
months after the meetings, and
still refused to grant the union the
prevailing wage that was requested.
The Illinois Department of
Labor says the state’s defined prevailing wage for operating engineers is $29.79 per hour. The final
four-year contract gives the highest paid operating engineers at
Eastern $26.19 per hour for 2002
and $29.15 per hour by 2004.
Vicki Woodard, university
spokesperson, said the wages
agreed to in the four-year contract
average out to about a 5 to 8 percent annual pay increase. In total,
the increase, which was retroactive
to Aug. 1, 2000 and covers the
union until July 31, 2004, equals a
$136,000 hike over the span of the
agreement.
Eastern’s Board of Trustees
unanimously approved the measure at its Oct. 15 meeting.
“The request to (Surles) was if
she would just take a look at the
situation and try to work with the
union,” Madigan said about what
he asked of Surles at the meeting.
“I just presumed (Surles) said she’d
look at the situation and try to
work with the union.”
Madigan noted that the
University
of
Illinois
in
Champaign-Urbana, which is just
45 miles to the north of Eastern,
pays the prevailing wage to its
union engineers.
“Eastern does not (pay a prevailing wage),” he said. “Same
jobs.”
While Eastern and Madigan
See SUBPOENAS Page 11

Money down the drain
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A proposed increase in Charleston water rates could raise Eastern’s water
bill by $20,000.

Eastern’s water bill
could increase by
$20,000 pending City
Council’s decision
By Maura Possley
City editor

A
proposed
increase
in
Charleston’s water rates will increase
Eastern’s water bill by $20,000 if
passed by the City Council next
week.
The 2 percent hike is following an

effort to raise water rates every year
in Charleston in order to keep up
with the escalating price of business
and inflation, said Dean Barber,
director of public works.
Despite a “special” rate on water
bills, Barber said Eastern will also
feel the effect of the increase. For
each 1,000 gallons of water, the university will pay $6.72.
If the new rate is passed, Eastern’s
rate will be 13 cents more than the
present rate.
Eastern’s water bill is currently
$980,000 and if the new rates are
See BILL Page 11

O’Hara says university has made progress
By Jessica Danielewicz
Staff editor

Colin McAuliffe/Photo editor

Student Body President Hugh O’Hara talks to student senate members in his State of the University speech
Wednesday evening in the Tuscola/Arcola room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Despite a number of challenges
Eastern has seen this spring, the university has come out on top, Student
Body President Hugh O’Hara told
the Student Government in his State
of the University address Wednesday.
A number of campus projects were
completed: the University Food
Court, Booth Library and the bowling alley are just a few of the reasons
for celebration O’Hara touched on in
the address.
“A few years from now students
will not even know of the ‘great
handrail delay of 2001,’ but they will
know that they have a great library
that serves their needs,” O’Hara said.
Students and faculty can be seen
mingling at the University Food
Court on a regular basis, O’Hara said.

They have new entertainment options
in the bowling alley and will soon see
big-name entertainment come to
campus through the yet-to-beapproved concert fee.
O’Hara complimented university
officials on their work with the budget, saying many students did not
notice the situation because of the
work of administration.
“Only now when academic quality
is threatened will the students notice
the budget situation,” he said.
He encouraged those who will
remain
involved
in
Student
Government next year to go to
Springfield and ask the legislators
why they continue to cut funding,
despite saying they want all students
in Illinois to afford a college education.
Student Government this year has
undertaken many projects, including

work with the parking situation,
assisting students in scholarship
searches and revising their system of
student representation. Over 270 students have been assisted by the scholarship search program, he said.
Thanks to two students who
worked on the Presidential Search
Committee, O’Hara said he is sure
the next president of the university
will have a genuine concern for the
students.
“This person, however, will have to
fill a position held by the greatest student advocate this University has ever
seen,” he said.
He closed by commending the
members on their continuing work
for the good of the students.
“So long as that attitude continues
to have hold over the campus, the
state of our university can only get
stronger.”
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Window to the world
Carman Hall Resident Assistants, Val Wiedner, a sophomore business marketing major, and Jess Voights,
a sophomore psychology major, painted the windows of the lower level of Carman Hall between the north
and south towers.

McNair reads poetry at Tarble
By Kristen Woodruff
Staff writer

Wesley NcNair will expand students’ minds by conducting a reading of his poetry today at 4 p.m. in
the Tarble Arts Center.
McNair is coming as a part of
the annual Allen Neff Memorial
Poetry Reading.
This year’s poetry reading is one
of the major events on the English
department’s visiting writers’ calendar, said Bruce Guernesey, professor of English.
“The purpose of this event is to
encourage students who are interested in writing poetry,” Guernsey

said. “The reading will focus on celebrating the forgotten people of
New England.”
McNair, a New England poet,
will be making his first appearance
at Eastern by delivering the reading.
McNair’s most recent works
include “My Brother Running,”
“Talking in the Dark” and the
forthcoming “Fire Poems.”
His poems have appeared in
over forty anthologies and textbooks, and he has received numerous fellowships and awards for his
publications.
McNair has also contributed to
television and won an Emmy

Award for writing a script for a
PBS special on Robert Frost.
“This will give students a
chance to hear good writing by a
poet who is concerned for other
human beings that are not usually
recognized,” Guernsey said.
A book sale will be held during
the poetry reading for those interested in purchasing McNair’s poetry.
The poetry reading was first
established in 1978 in remembrance of the late English professor
Allen Neff, a press release stated.
The Allen Neff Memorial
Poetry Reading is free and everyone
is encouraged to attend.

Casino Night has prize giveaway
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor

Anyone who is feeling lucky is
encouraged to attend Lincoln,
Stevenson and Douglas halls’ casino night Sunday from 4 to 7 p.m.
in the Stevenson lobby.
LSD’s casino night is a campus-wide project that will feature
games and prizes, Ryan Siegel,
freshman pre-engineering major
and event co-organizer, said.

“Students who come can trade
in U.S. dollars, which will be
donated to the American Diabetes
Association, for ‘lucky star’ dollars
to play blackjack, poker, bingo or
roulette,” Siegel said.
‘Lucky star’ dollars may be
used at the end of the night for an
auction that will offer valuable
prizes.
Auction items include a DVD
player, camping chairs and a
pitcher and cups, among other

prizes, Siegel said.
This event marks the first time
Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas
halls have hosted a casino night in
five years.
Siegel and other organizers are
bringing the project back to the
LSD complex for a good time and
a good cause.
“We wanted to have a program
where all proceeds benefit a charity as well as provide publicity for
the complex,” Siegel said.

Eight chemistry, biology students attend GSU conference
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor

Eight Eastern students from
the chemistry and biology departments attended and participated in
the 13th annual Student Research
Conference at Governor’s State
University on Friday.
Jesse Stein, a senior chemistry
major, and Xiguang Zhau, a graduate chemistry major, made poster
presentations, Howard Black, professor of organic chemistry who
attended the conference, said.
A podium, or oral, presentation was made by Mike Yurkovich,
a senior chemistry major.
Vince Chebny and William
Graham, both senior chemistry
majors, attended the conference, as
well as Jagadish Boppisetti, a grad-

uate chemistry major.
Two Eastern students from the
biology
department,
Paul
McAdamis, senior biology major,
and Yoriko Saeki, senior biology
major, also gave poster presentations at the conference.
The conference was attended
by over 170 students and faculty
members from nine universities,
which was its highest attendance
ever, Black said.
The other schools that came to
the conference were Chicago State
University,
Illinois
State
University, the University of
Illinois at Chicago, Western
Illinois
University,
Harold
Washington College, Kennedy
King College and Olive Harvey
College.
“Twelve podium presentations

and 29 poster presentations ran
Friday afternoon,” Black said.
“Then there was a banquet at
night featuring a keynote speaker.”
The speaker was Viresh Rawal,
a professor of organic chemistry
from the University of Chicago.
Rawal’s speech, titled “The Joy
of Organic Chemistry,” not only
expressed the evolution of organic
chemistry, but also his love for the
science, Black said.
In the United States, Rawal
pointed out, graduate school for
those interested in the sciences is
free, which will hopefully encourage more students to major in subjects such as biology and chemistry.
“The average stipend is
$18,000 per year in chemistry—
that’s better than free,” Black said.

Saturday
64˚
48˚
partly
cloudy

police

blotter
Criminal damage to
property
■ On Friday it was reported that
the driver side door of a Chevrolet
passenger car was damaged while it
was parked in O’Brien Stadium’s
parking lot, police reports stated.
The incident is under investigation.
■ On Saturday it was reported
that a Toyota was “keyed” while it
was parked in the “E” lot, police
reports stated. The incident is
under investigation.
■ On Friday it was reported that
the side view mirror on a Pontiac
passenger car was damaged while
it was parked in the “J” lot, police
reports stated. The incident is
under investigation.
■ On Saturday it was reported
that the passenger side door of an
Oldsmobile passenger car was
damaged while it was parked on
the east side of Seventh Street at
Thomas Hall, police reports stated. The incident is under investigation.
■ On Saturday it was reported
that two mirrors on a Ford were
damaged while it was parked in
the “J” lot, police reports stated.
The incident is under investigation.

Correction
In the Wednesday edition of
The Daily Eastern News, the
headline for the weekly segment
Top Cat read “Hard work,
pitches are keys to suc-.” The
headline was supposed to read
“Hard work, pitches are keys to
success.”
The News regrets the error.
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Booth opening
ceremony delayed
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor

The grand opening ceremony of
Booth Library has been delayed until
September, allowing time for smaller projects in the library to be finished and avoiding a “soggy situation.”
The grand opening was set for
April 18, but Allen Lanham, dean of
library services, said he thought
September would allow the atrium
and south entrance to be completed
and bring better weather and a more
presentable and drier North Quad.
“We are more secure in choosing
a time in September,” he said.
The south entrance is scheduled
to open April 18 after the manufacturer delayed the delivery of the
entrance steps numerous times,
Carol Strode, interim director of
facilities planning and management,
said Wednesday.
Now that the steps are here, she
said, crews have started working on

the first floor landing, laying down
terrazzo on the stairs and installing
wooden paneling along the walls.
Crews have not started laying the
stone-like surface on the higher level
steps and the second floor landing,
she said.
Once the steps are finished, the
final touches, including hand rails
and paint, can be added.
“(Crews are) working very diligently to get them installed,” Strode
said.
The atrium is scheduled to wrap
up Monday after crews replace several windows, install wood trim and
paint.
Landscaping in the North Quad
is not finished, causing less room and
many soggy patches. Lanham said
he hopes grass will be growing by
September and the weather will be
dryer and nicer.
“We thought we should look our
best,” he said.
In preparation for the April opening, Lanham invited educators, offi-

Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor

The opening of the south entrance of Booth Library has been set back due to delays in the delivery of entrance
steps. The scheduled opening day is now set for April 18.
cials and government personnel from
around the state, an unnamed
nationally known speaker and other
“famous names.”
The new September opening
date may change plans and he may

Summer jobs remain available
as semester comes to an end
By Maura Possley
City editor

Students seeking jobs this summer have
opportunities in Charleston despite this past
year’s sluggish economy.
Local restaurants and stores are currently
accepting applications for summer employees,
and some jobs may be extended into the
upcoming fall semester.
“We’re always hiring pretty much; we can
always use the help here,” Amanda Berry,
assistant manager at Family Video, said
Wednesday. “We try to keep employees here
who can work over the summer.”
Stix and Wal-Mart are also accepting
applications for summer workers. Wal-Mart
does not limit the students they hire over the
summer to only staying until the end of
August, said Randy Rock, a manager at WalMart.
“A lot of times if they’re Eastern students
they will stay on in the fall,” he said.
Although many other local businesses are
hiring for the summer, managers were not sure
how many were going to be hired. Students

On Friday, April 5, 2002 @ 8:30 pm on
I-57, a car carrying four students was
involved in an accident. Two students
Melvin Keller and Robert Washigton,
died. Zinita Washington still remains in
citical condidtion.
Anyone with info please contact
Monique McInnis @

currently work at many of those businesses and
managers are awaiting decisions on summer
school or graduation.
“We don’t know right now,” Nate Haynes,
a manager at Roc’s Blackfront, said
Wednesday. “It depends on how many leave
and how many stay. It’s a little too early to tell.”
Similarly, Shebly Hamilton, a manager at
Cody’s Roadhouse, said Wednesday that
“We’re always accepting applications of
Eastern students.”
“I hire as I need them,” she said.
None of the businesses reported poor business in the past year; actually, some felt business had picked up.
“We stay busy all year round; we’re constantly busy,” Berry said. “There’s been a lot of
people who have been laid off who come in
and rent a dozen movies for the week.”
Dave Heidemann, a manager at Stix, said
Wednesday that the slow economy has not
been a factor in business.
Rock was also in agreement with
Heidemann and Berry, saying, “Our business
has been pretty strong in Charleston, some
have not [had good business].”

Lanham.
He said the library staff was looking forward to the grand opening
and was excited to see how the students seemed to be enjoying the
building.

Senate hears presentation about
tuition hike from Hencken
By Benjamin Tully
Student Government editor

The Student Senate focused on special
events, including an address from Student
Body President, Hugh O’Hara, and other
guest speakers before shelving proposed bills
and bylaw changes and admitting a new
Recognized Student Organization.
The senate meeting started with a special
presentation by interim President Lou
Hencken, who discussed the proposed
tuition hike, a choice many Illinois universities face in conjunction with lean economic
times, causing decreased state funding.
Hencken stated the most important issue
is to maintain academic quality at Eastern
and that while raising tuition is a difficult
decision, it is better than having to lay off
staff members or administration.
O’Hara gave a brief State of the
University address acknowledging the academic year’s achievements, including the
opening of Booth Library, the University
Food Court and the success of the concert

Eastern Illinois University
Bus Stop Locations
For Drop Off On Friday Afternoon
And Pick Up On Monday Evening
Phone: (217) 581-5122
Website:

581-8090 or 217-512-9006.

www://eiu.edu~union/busservice.html

Condolences go out to the

Two Convenient
Pick Up Points on Fri.
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
9th St. 2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.

families and friends.

have to find different speakers, but he
will invite the same kind of guests.
A large order of custom built furniture, including wood tables, cabinets and shelves should arrive before
June 15 for the opening, said

A D V E RT I S E !
348-1479

committee.
Following the events, the senate approved
the Apostolic Center Campus Organization
of EIU, a Christian organization, as an officially registered RSO.
A senate bill to allocate $382.50 for printing 9,000 new shuttle bus schedules next year
as well as a bill to maintain the route of the
current schedule were both tabled until the
next Student Senate meeting.
Ronnie Deedrick, Shuttle Bus
Committee chair, supported cementing the
route for next year, saying, “We weighted the
complaints from various constituencies...it
didn’t seem like the complaints outweighed
the compliments.”
Other issues discussed included the
upcoming Student Senate elections and concern over a shortage of student volunteers
necessary for staffing the five polling centers.
Student vice president of academic
affairs, Jessica Catto, urged students and service sororities to participate by volunteering
at the polls and stated that doing homework
on the job will be tolerated.
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Making the
best of it
he state of Illinois and its universities have
had to make tough financial choices since
the economic downturn of the last fall.
Interim President Lou Hencken made perhaps his toughest monetary decision when he
announced this week he would raise tuition to deal
with budget cuts.
The Board of
Trustees
already
Tuition hike
approved
a 5 percent
Though it is unfortunate Eastern
tuition
hike
during the
will raise tuition by 8.5 percent,
administrators did what they
fall semester. During his
could to keep it down.
State of the University
Address Tuesday,
Hencken told a packed University Ballroom he
would increase that amount by 3.5 percent.
Certainly, this is not happy news for Eastern students. But Hencken and other administrators have
worked to make the budget cuts, and even the extra
cost of attendance, as painless as possible for everyone at Eastern.
When the state called back $2.3 million last
December, Hencken and all the vice presidents visited campus groups like the Council on University
Planning and Budget, the Student Senate, the
Faculty Senate, deans and department chairs. The
money Eastern lost came from deferred maintenance budgets and equipment reserves. All the vice
presidents left vacated positions open in their offices
to pinch more pennies.
Hencken has often said Eastern can get by without some deferred maintenance, without some
equipment replacements and without filling some
positions for a year, and that happened this year. But
as one year becomes many years, the impact
becomes severe.
In his address, Hencken said he could have continued to slice those budgets, but to do that would
negatively effect Eastern’s academic quality, something he has pledged to protect throughout the budget crisis.
Raising tuition 8.5 percent sounds harsh, but it is
within Hencken’s promised single-digit range. It is
also below the University of Illinois’ 10 percent hike,
and the proposed 18 percent increase at Southern
Illinois University. In addition, vice presidents are
holding open non-faculty positions in their areas to
reduce costs without hurting teaching quality.
To help those for whom a jump in costs threatens
their ability to attend Eastern, Hencken promised to
look into giving some of the tuition revenues to the
financial aid office to ensure students can stay here.
Hencken’s plan is aimed it keeping all students in
an institution of high academic quality. No tuition
raise is good, but this one is not nearly as bad as it
might have been, or as the effects of no increase
would be.

T

■ The

editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.

Time to stir up graduation

oes pop culture still
have room for “Pomp
and Circumstance?”
With the semester
and my undergraduate career
winding down I’m awash with
trepidation, but I’m not sure if I
fear entering the “real world” or if
I simply dread the monotony of
Pat Guinane
another commencement.
Graduation ceremonies can be
Senior reporter
long, drawn out and even brutally
boring, but still serve a purpose.
However, these rites of passage often can spiral into monotony with such ferocity that guests seek the right to pass out.
Having graduated both grade and high school, I’ve spent
hours of my life in the ceremonial doldrums which compose
graduation.
With the completion of my undergraduate degree scheduled for May, I offer a modest proposal to my fellow spring
graduates.
Write each commencement participant’s name on a pingpong ball and play graduation bingo. Get all of the gooey
‘time sure has flown’ and ‘you’re embarking on a brave new
world’ stuff out of the way before any of the graduates (or
more accurately commencement participants: graduation
pending final grades) have their names called.
Upon completion of the speeches, the master of ceremonies can rev up the giant pingpong scrambler, which
should resemble some cross between a Powerball machine
and a cement mixer.
As soon as his or her name is called the lucky commencement participant will get to stroll across the stage, strike a
quick pose and head for the door. No longer will an
Adamowski be forced to wait for Zimmerman. Graduation
ceremony equality will be achieved.
My game show/graduation amalgamation idea was conceived last year during my sister’s eighth-grade graduation.
She had already received her diploma and the ceremony was
somewhere between McNally and Neal when my eyelids
began to grow heavy. A quick glance around the room
revealed I wasn’t the only one trying keep from slamming my
head on the chair in front of me. I didn’t know them, but I
figured they were Callahans, Dombrowskis and even

Some things have not
changed
While reading the Tuesday April 9
issue of The Daily Eastern News, I stumbled upon a phrase (which birthed this
response) openly scribed by Nate
Bloomquist in his column, “Sacrifice like
no other.” Mr. Bloomquist is apparently
addressing the long-standing, deep-rooted conflict in the Middle East.
No one is debating the brutal viciousness of Saddam Hussein, or the atrocious
reality that is his policy. Unfortunately,
Mr. Bloomquist bears witness that, “Iraq
isn’t a country of hard-working, innocent
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Fitzgibbons whose links to this
ceremony had already graced the
“...I’m not sure if stage.
I fear entering the
Now don’t get me wrong, I
was
proud to see my sister grad‘real world’ or if I
uate as I’m sure my fellow headsimply dread the nodders were for their graduates,
monotony of
but the ceremony sure could use
some livening up. And in all
another
completing grades
commencement.” honesty,
kindergarten through eighth is
more of an expectation than an
achievement.
Jokingly, I had considered not attending at all. With my
youngest sister graduating last year and my other sister and
myself walking the stage this year, I had proposed a solution
to our collective boredom.
I figured there was no reason for all three of us to attend
separate sedating ceremonies. We could form a pack, I suggested, so that none of us would attend each other’s graduations. After all, mom and dad could still savor the ceremonies
and the siblings would be spared.
My plan, no matter how simplistic, no matter how sarcastic, eventually fell through and before long I was spending my
afternoon at an eighth-grade graduation, where I first
dreamed up my pingpong ball scheme.
While it wouldn’t necessarily help with post-graduation
dinner reservations, the commencement lotto would keep
guests and graduates on the edge of their seats, wondering if
they could be next.
The sheer volume of students involved in spring commencement begs for ceremonial reform. As of this week more
than 2,000 students had applied to participate in the May 4
ceremonies. Certainly not every applicant will be approved.
However, if a conservative estimate of 70 percent are
approved, an average of 350 students would participate in
each of the four ceremonies. For me that’s 320 odd names
sprinkled in with the 30 or so College of Arts and
Humanities students whose names I actually know.
I say bring out the mixer and stir up graduation a bit.
Pat Guinane is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
pjguinane@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
■

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
citizens.” This erroneous belief is not
only laughably anthropocentric, but is an
indicator of a much greater predicament
regarding perspective. Have we forgotten
the passionate teachings of Dr. King and
John Lennon? Can we not love innocent
human beings in Iraq like our neighbors
in America because they live a different
life, or follow a different religious text?
Surely not all Iraqis are murderers and
terrorists.
Iraq is a country of 22 million people

and Mr. Bloomquist’s statement is nothing short of unashamed racism. To ignorantly portray Iraq as a country absent of
even one innocent national, is to propagandize hate, which inevitably breeds
more violence. The truth is that hundreds of thousands of innocent citizens
(most of whom are children) have died
in Iraq as a function of American foreign
policy and the objectionable, murderous
reign of Saddam Hussein. These are not
enemy soldiers or inhumane dictators,
but hard-working, innocent human
beings.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to slgustafson@eiu.edu

Andrew Hoffman
senior, environmental biology major
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
slgustafson@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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By Alta King
Features editor

Self-destructive eating disorders
such as anorexia nervosa and bulimia are prevalent on college campuses, and can be a serious struggle to
get through. For one Eastern student, it was a life or death battle she
did not know if she would overcome.
Brigid Matchen, a senior sociology major, is recovering from
anorexia nervosa.
Matchen had desired to shed a few
pounds in high school her senior
year. She began by exercising regularly and eliminating fatty foods
from her diet.
Slowly, she started cutting out
more and more food from her diet.
The constant dieting and exercise
led to dramatic drops in her weight.
“It was working. I kept receiving
comments like ‘Wow, you’re losing
weight,’” Matchen said.
Matchen’s behavior became
more compulsive. Not only was she
starving herself, she would also freak
out if she didn’t complete enough
exercises every day.
Matchen recalled one day when she
had forgotten her push ups, “It was
around midnight. I sat up in bed
and I was like, ‘Oh my God, I didn’t
finish my workout.’ I then proceeded to do them in bed,” she said.
Matchen’s weight fell from 150
pounds to 105 from her compulsive
exercises and poor eating habits.
As time passed, her fingers
began to turn purple, her hair
became thinner, thin hair (called
lanugo) grew around her throat and
she ceased to have her menstrual
period.

Teachers from Matchen’s high
school called her parents because
they suspected she had an eating
disorder.
At first, her parents were in
denial about her eating disorder, but
they finally realized the teachers
were right and decided to confront
her.
“My parents thought I was going
to die,” Matchen said.
The confrontation was a wakeup call for Matchen. She had physical and psychological exams and
was told that if her weight dropped
to 100 pounds, she would be placed
in a day hospital.
According to the Anorexia
Nervosa and Related Eating
Disorders Web site, one out of a
hundred female adolescents has
anorexia and four percent of college
women have bulimia.
Bulimia nervosa is characterized
by a secretive cycle of binging and
purging. Bulimia nervosa has three
primary symptoms: eating large
quantities of food in short periods of
time, often secretly; following the
binges with some form of purging;
and having extreme concern with
body weight and shape.
Bulimics use several methods for
binging, such as self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse, fasting and
obsessive exercise, the Web site said.
Anorexia nervosa is characterized by self-starvation and excessive
weight loss.
T h e
disorder has four primary symptoms: refusal to maintain body

weight at or above a minimally normal weight for height, body type,
age and activity level; intense fear of
being “fat”; feeling “fat” despite dramatic weight loss and loss of menstrual periods, the Web site said.
Anorexia nervosa and bulimia
are both fatal diseases that can have
long-lasting effects on body functions.
Although there is not clear-cut
evidence why people develop eating
disorders, health experts suggest
they can stem from many other
problems.
Statistics from Eastern’s Clinical
Services said that sometimes
women manipulate their bodies to
gain approval, affection and acceptance from the opposite sex. Eating
disorders are also known to be
caused from psychological and
emotional problems and issues with
a person’s family.
After recognizing that she had a
problem, Matchen took some steps
towards recovery.
Upon graduating high school,
Matchen began going to counseling.
She now attends the Counseling
Center once a week to discuss what
is going on in her life and mentioned that it helps get her emotions
and feelings out.
Matchen admitted she still
struggles with anorexia. Sometimes
she becomes obsessed with what she
eats.
“I have episodes where I start to
write down what I’m eating. You

Photo illustration by Colin McAuliffe

Many college women suffer from the eating disorders anorexia nervosa
and bulimia.
never really overcome it,” Matchen
said.
Matchen offers advice for anyone suffering from an eating disorder. The person must first realize he
or she is suffering from the disorder
and then should seek counseling.
For friends or relatives of someone suffering from a disorder, it is
not best to tell the person to eat.
“Don’t tell the person ‘You have

to eat,’ because that won’t make the
person eat. That will discourage him
or her,” Matchen said.
Also, Matchen said that inviting
the person to go out is important.
“Even if he or she won’t eat much
if you’re going out to dinner, it still
shows that you care,” Matchen said.
She added that just being emotionally available for the person is
important.
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Students give presentations, get awards at conference
By Lindsey Recupito
Staff writer

Students were the center of attention
Wednesday as they gave presentations for the
Political Science Research Conference.
At the session, “Political Science Internships
and Simulations,” a panel of five students discussed their experience in political science
research.
Included on the panel were Christy
Thomason, Torrey Chambliss, Joe Crocker,
Natasha Jackson and Sarah Prescott, all political science majors.
Government simulations, congressional
black caucus foundations, public defenders,
Eastern’s mock trials, state department staff
assistants and Model United Nations were
some of the topics included in the discussions.
Following the presentation, an awards and
recognition reception was held in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
To begin the reception, political science professor Yung Ping Chen spoke about the
National Political Science Honor Society after
it was announced that he would be retiring after
this semester.

Lillian Barria, a political science professor,
recognized the Political Science Association
administration and had current president
Emma Quinn, a political science major, talk
about some of the activities the PSA participated in. She then announced next year’s administration.
Two graduate students, Chambliss and Jeff
Aranowski, were awarded by political science
professors Andrew McNitt and Richard
Wandling for graduate studies and student
research, respectively.
Thomason was recognized for her exceptional work with Model Illinois Government.
She then awarded four others for their participation.
Ryan Hendrickson, a political science professor, recognized Rashida Basir, a political science major, Jeremy Pelzer, a sophomore social
science major, and Prescott for their involvement with Model United Nations.
Lacey Buidosik, a senior history major, was
the representative for mock trial and recognized
the members who went to regional competition
as well as the members of mock trial. Buidosik
also won the C.A. Hollister Scholarship.
Katie Cox was the winner of the
Undergraduate Research Grant.

SUMMER/FALL POSITIONS

Delivery Drivers (day-time & evening)
Kitchen Help

Apply Today

Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor

Lillian Barria speaks to political science students and faculty about the Political Science
Association Wednesday afternoon in the 1895 room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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Elevators in residence halls get face-lifts Applications
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor

Students living in Carman and
Andrews halls will have more reliable
elevators after they are revamped this
summer.
Mark Hudson, director of housing
and dining, said workers from Kone,
Inc. will replace generator sets and
controls with power-logic controls
and refurbish the interior cars of two
elevators in Andrews Hall and two
elevators in the north tower of
Carman Hall to make the elevators
more dependable.
The repairs, which are estimated
to cost over $250,000, are part of an
effort to repair and bring all residence
hall elevators up to date. The project
will end with Stevenson Hall’s elevators in summer 2003.
The elevators are the buildings’
original elevators, Lou Henken,
interim president, said at a Board of
Trustees meeting April 1.
“Our goal is to have a more modern facility,” Hudson said.

The old elevator systems run
mechanically, but the new controllers
will be more computerized. Each
elevator will be able to discern where
the other one is, so one will always be
available quickly for students.
A key system will also be installed
into the elevators so students will
have to key a floor before they can
access it, Hudson said.
New light fixtures, carpeting and
wall paneling will enhance the insides
of the elevators. Control pads inside
the elevators will also be replaced and
moved down to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act,
Carol Strode, interim director of
facilities planning and management,
said.
Though Hudson said the elevators
are less reliable than he would like,
they are still safe and just need to be
kept up because of their old age.
The elevator doors, cables and
controls are monitored weekly to
make sure everything is in working
order and all safety equipment still
works reliably.

sparse for
most Senate
positions
Two senate executive offices
remain uncontested,
Mormino president candidate
By Benjamin Tully
Student Government editor

Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor

P.J. Bailey, a freshman undeclared major, rides the
elevator Wednesday afternoon in Andrews Hall.
The elevator in Andrews will soon be renovated.

First dean candidate values communication
By Scott Miller
Administration editor

The first of four candidates for dean
of the College of Educational and
Professional Studies, Illinois State
University’s associate dean for teacher
education, technology and field services,
said Wednesday “communications is the
key to making progress.
“We need to get the story out and let
people know what we’re trying to do so
we can receive feedback for what people
think we should do,” Barbara Livingston
Nourie, who is also the College of
Education’s university accreditation officer and a professor of curriculum and
instruction at Illinois State, said.
Nourie came to campus Monday and
Tuesday to interview for the position
that Elizabeth Hitch is leaving to
become provost and vice chancellor for
academic affairs at the University of
Wisconsin-Lacross on July 1.
Nourie said, “Eastern is poised to take
a very definite leadership role throughout the nation,” and she hopes to be here

contributing to the university when that
happens.
“I have been at Illinois State since
1985, so I hear about the quality of
Eastern,” she said, “and I was more than
impressed with everything I saw while I
was here.”
Soliciting funds and dealing with
budget cuts is nothing new for Nourie.
She said she has continuously worked to
establish funding for various projects at
Illinois State.
“I believe that campuses will cut less
from teacher education because of the
need for qualified teachers throughout
the state, Nourie said. “ That would be
my defense when dealing with budget
cuts and trying to find external funding.”
On Monday, Nourie met with students, faculty and chairs of the College
of Educational and Professional Studies.
She also interviewed with interim
President Lou Hencken and Blair Lord,
vice president for academic affairs, as
well as members of the search committee.
During Tuesday’s interview sessions,

EAT LOTSA BOXA
FRESH & DELICIOUS

FLAT-BREAD WRAPS
Tr y One Today

Come Study With Us!

Show your Eastern ID and get
15% off through April
235-BEAN
We are located at the corner of 17th
and Charleston Ave in Mattoon
Just 3 miles past interstate on Rt 16

Nourie met with the Council of Deans,
the College of Educational and
Professional Studies dean’s staff and
Dean Hitch.
At Illinois State, Nourie has also been
an associate and assistant professor of
curriculum and instruction. She has been
coordinator of undergraduate programs
in curriculum and instruction.
Nourie has a doctorate in curriculum,
instruction and media from Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale.
She received a master’s degree in
English from Southern Illinois and a
bachelor’s degree in English with a
French minor from Columbia College in
Columbia, S.C.
Other candidates interviewing for the
position are David England, dean of the
College of Education at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo;
Charles Rohn, associate professor of
educational administration at Eastern;
and Jo-Anne Evans Coleman, vice president for academic and student affairs at
Northwestern
Health
Services
University in Bloomington, Minn.

Dust and tumbleweeds may have to be
ordered from a ghost town by Student Senate
executives to act as filler for the lack of applicants for Student Senate membership.
Margie Tucker, a member of the Student
Elections Commission, tallied applications
for Student Senate membership and executive
positions after Wednesday afternoon’s deadline.
The number of senate membership applications, which are those positions below the
executive level, currently show no contested
positions in on-campus, off-campus or atlarge branches and tell a tale of a rather low
application rate.
The position of student dean currently has
two applicants both applying for the College
of Finances position. There are five student
dean positions to represent each of the five
colleges at Eastern.
Tucker said positions that go unfilled after
the elections will be appointed next fall
through an application and interview process
overseen by the speaker of the senate.
Applications for the vice presidential
positions for academic, financial and public
affairs show small signs of competition, with
a maximum of only two competitors per seat
and with the vice president of student affairs
position unchallenged and waiting for Lisa
Flam, a sophomore speech communication
major.
Also unchallenged in the executive branch
is the student body president position, currently held by Hugh O’Hara, who may be
warming the seat for the sole applicant and
senior political science major Alison
Mormino.
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BOT program will add more requirements
By Scott Miller
Administration editor

Adult students in the Board of
Trustees Bachelor of Arts Degree
Program may have to take less
electives and more required classes
next year.
If the request from the BOT
program passes through the
Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday, students in the program
would be required to take a senior
seminar and six semester hours in
communication and language
courses. In return, they would only
be required to take 15 semester
hours of electives instead of 18 to

20, William Hine, dean of the
School of Continuing Education,
said.
The program, which is for
returning adult students over the
age of 25, is designed to ease
returning students back into higher education and provide them
with an easier opportunity to get a
degree while working a full-time
job or raising a family.
The program was originally set
up so students could take courses
from any of the five institutions
involved in the Board of Governor
University System, regardless of
which institution they were actually enrolled in, Hine said.

Three years ago, the BGUS
ended and each university established its own Board of Trustees,
he said. With the end of that system, some universities are requiring BOT students to take courses
only from the university in which
they are enrolled.
Therefore, students would be
taking 20 semester hours, which
includes the addition of the communications and languages courses and the senior seminar at
Eastern, instead of the 15 hours
students are currently required to
take from any school in the BGUS
institution before it ended.
Despite the addition of five

semester hours, students would
still only need a total of 120
semester hours to graduate, Hine
said.
The request would make the
program more “related to other
on-campus admission and graduation requirements,” Hine said.
In addition, “We want to
strengthen the communications
and languages portion of the program,” he said.
The Council on Academic
Affairs will meet to discuss the
issue at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Will a pill someday replace huffing and puffing?
Researchers identify way
exercise strengthens muscle
WASHINGTON (AP) — It’s a couch potato’s dream: Instead of sweating and straining, people someday may simply pop a pill to get in shape,
say researchers who have identified how muscle
cells get stronger from regular exercise.
Researchers at Duke University and the
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
have found the chemical pathway that muscle cells
use to build up their strength and endurance.
With this basic knowledge in hand, it may now
be possible to develop a pill that pumps up muscle

cells without all that exercise, said Dr. R. Sanders
Williams, dean of the Duke University of School
of Medicine.
“That may be one of the possibilities,”Williams
said.
But, as a physician, Williams said he the main
target of the research is to help people with heart
disease or other conditions that keep them from
doing enough exercise to remain healthy.
“This could lead to drugs that will let people get
the health benefits of regular exercise, even if they
cannot exercise,” said Williams. This could
improve the health of patients with heart or lung
disease, or lower the risk of diabetes II, for instance.
“It is possible it could become a drug of abuse

because it would enhance the performance of athletes,” he said.
In the study, Williams and his colleagues created a group of mice with genes that over-expressed
a signaling protein called calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase, or CaMK. When this signaling
protein is activated, it and another protein, calcineurin, trigger the physical changes that muscle
cells undergo after intense exercise.
Williams said that mice with a high level of
CaMK expression developed more mitochondria
in muscle cells and saw an increase of a type of cell
called the “slow twitch” muscle. These are muscle
cells that power sustained activity, such as required
by marathon runners.

FAA newsletter sent to Sept. 11 hijacker’s old Florida apartment
MIAMI (AP) — The Federal
Aviation Administration removed
one of the Sept. 11 hijackers from
its mailing list Wednesday after
learning it had sent the man its
regional pilots newsletter.
Kathleen Bergen, an FAA
spokeswoman in Atlanta, said she
did not know why Ziad Samir
Jarrah’s name had not been taken
off the mailing list earlier.
The incident came to light just
weeks after it was disclosed the
Immigration and Naturalization

Service sent official notice to a
Florida flight school six months
after the attacks that two of the
other hijackers had been approved
for student visas. The episode
embarrassed the INS and prompted a shake-up at the agency.
Jarrah, a 26-year-old from
Lebanon, was believed to have
piloted United Flight 93, which
crashed in Pennsylvania, apparently after the passengers fought
back.
The quarterly newsletter

Thursday

POP ROCKS
10 - Close

$2 22oz. Bud Light, Miller Lite, Coors Light, & Budweiser

JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.50 Bottles
$1.50 Well Drinks
$3.00 Pitchers
Karaoke from 10pm-1am

addressed to Jarrah was sent to his
former apartment near Fort
Lauderdale. It wasn’t clear when it
was mailed.
The issue happened to contain
an American flag and an editorial
about the World Trade Center
attack that read: “We hope for justice to be served to those individuals who horrified our great
nation.”
The newsletter comes from the
agency’s Oklahoma City office
and is mailed to pilots in five

Florida counties, Bergen said. It
typically contains reports on local
crashes and the lessons to be
learned from them.
“It’s something completely
innocuous,” Bergen said of the
mailing, which is also available
online.
Jarrah was the only one of the
19 hijackers known to be on the
mailing list, Bergen said. The
FAA’s mailing list for its regional
newsletters includes the nation’s
625,600 pilots, she said.

RHA may
Post Dispatch
may be
discontinued
By Teri Webster
Staff writer

Whether or not to continue
having the Sunday edition of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch will be
discussed by the Residence Hall
Association Thursday.
Residence halls currently
receive the St. Louis PostDispatch on Sundays, but the
difference between the number
of papers received and the return
rate of the newspaper is very
high.
The RHA is concerned about
the cost of the newspapers
because not all students are picking up the papers.
Mark Hudson, director of
University Housing and Dining,
said the Sunday edition of the
Post-Dispatch costs 62.5 cents per
paper, while other weekly editions cost 15.5 cents.
The issue was brought up and
discussed last week, but the
RHA decided to get some outside opinions before making a
final decision.
RHA executive elections will
be discussed as the RHA began
taking nominations two weeks
ago
concerning
four
positions.The RHA plans to
continue accepting nominations
until the election.
The positions up for election
include president, vice president,
secretary and vice president of
finance.
There is currently one nomination for president, two nominations for vice president and
one nomination for vice president of finance.
The RHA will hold their
weekly meeting at 5 p.m.
Thursday in the lobby of Thomas
Hall.
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Sharon vows to press on after bomber kills 8
JENIN, West Bank (AP) —
From a West Bank army base
overlooking the scene of the deadliest fighting in Israel’s 13-day-old
offensive, Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon on Wednesday delivered a
blunt message: Israel will not pull
back until Palestinian militias are
crushed.
Despite his pledge to continue
the offensive in the face of intense
U.S. and international pressure to
call it off, Sharon’s defense ministry announced late Wednesday
troops were pulling out of West
Bank villages of Yatta, Qabatya
and Samua.
Then early Thursday, Israeli

forces and tanks rolled into the
central West Bank town of Ber
Zeit – north of the commercial
center of Ramallah – and troops
quickly occupied the police station and began doing house-tohouse searches, witnesses said.
The soldiers met no resistance,
they said.
Yatta and Samua are near the
southern city of Hebron, and
Qabatya is near the northern city
of Jenin, where some of the most
fierce fighting has been reported.
The White House supported
the withdrawal and said the
Palestinains should respond.
“The burden isn’t Israel’s alone.

All parties have responsibilities,”
spokesman Ari Fleischer said.
Also Wednesday night, Israeli
soldiers killed two Palestinians
armed with grenades and
Kalashnikov rifles near the
Kisufim crossing between Israel
and the Gaza Strip, the military
said.
Sharon’s statement earlier
Wednesday defied increasingly
impatient U.S. demands for a
withdrawal from Palestinian
towns – to be delivered in person
Friday by Secretary of State Colin
Powell – and came hours after an
Islamic militant blew himself up
on a bus in northern Israel, killing

himself and eight passengers.
Speaking to cheering soldiers
at a post overlooking the battered
Jenin refugee camp, Sharon said
he explained to President Bush
that “we are in the middle of a
battle” which, if abandoned prematurely, would only require
another round of fighting later on.
“Once we finish, we are not
going to stay here,” the former
general said.
“But first we have to accomplish our mission.” He added that
unless Israel crushed the militants,
the phenomenon of suicide bombings “could spread like a plague
around the world.”

OPEC not planning to replace shortfall, Iran has moderate stance
LONDON (AP) — OPEC has
no plans to pump more oil to
replace the crude Iraq is withholding from the market, reasoning that
the recent spike in oil prices will
ease once violence between Israel
and the Palestinians abates, the
group’s top official said Wednesday.
OPEC Secretary-general Ali
Rodriguez defended the decision to
keep output steady until at least late
June by insisting that global supplies were “normal” in relation to
the physical demand for crude.
Oil prices seesawed on a day of

conflicting market signals. Iran’s oil
minister reaffirmed that his country
would not join Iraq in suspending
its crude exports unless other
Muslim countries also do the same.
However, the International
Energy Agency warned that political uncertainties in the Middle East
and labor strife in Venezuela still
could upset the market.
May contracts of North Sea
Brent crude rose 22 cents a barrel in
London before slipping to $26.01,
down 7 cents from Tuesday’s close.
In New York, contacts of light,

sweet crude for May delivery rose
31 cents to close at $26.13 a barrel
“Twenty-six dollar Brent isn’t a
terrible, terrible number,” said Peter
Gignoux, head of the petroleum
desk at Salomon Smith Barney. But
he hastened to add: “It’s not a great
number.”
The big question, Gignoux said,
is how quickly other oil producers
can replace the crude that Iraq has
kept away from markets. Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein suspended oil exports on Monday for
30 days or until Israel withdraws

from the Palestinian territories.
Iraq, which has a daily production capacity of 2.5 million barrels,
exports at least 1.8 million barrels a
day under the close supervision of
the United Nations. Iraq is OPEC’s
third-largest producer but doesn’t
participate in the group’s production agreements.
Iran and Libya had earlier
expressed support for the idea of
using an embargo as a means of
pressuring the United States to lean
on Israel to end its military offensive against the Palestinians.

Subpoenas

on the possibility of the IBHE’s
involvement with Eastern’s contract negotiations.
Eastern has also refused any
comment on the meeting, subpoenas or negotiations, besides an
account of when the engineer’s
contract expired and when the
contract was reached.
In addition, Sharon Paul,
spokeswoman for the U.S.
Attorney’s Office of the Central
District of Illinois, which is
where the subpoenas were issued
from, said she could not “confirm
or deny” the issuance of subpoenas or existence of an investigation because of the district’s policy.
She said information will likely
become public only when and if
charges are filed.
Officials from the IUOE’s
Chicago office could not be
reached Tuesday, and one of the

local union stewards, Raymond
Starwalt, refused to comment.
In an interview after the press
conference, Madigan’s spokesman,
Steve Brown, said under Surles’
administration, Eastern had a reputation for being against unions.
“(Eastern’s) management at
that time, I don’t know if that is
the case today, had a well known
anti-union policy,” Brown said.
David Radavich, who led
Eastern’s chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois during a
grueling six-month “salary opener” in the summer of 2000, agreed
with Brown’s assessment.
“Normally a salary opener is
just three or four days long,”
Radavich, an English professor,
said. “During negotiations we did
not see a willingness to participate
in collaborative decision making.”
Radavich also said he doesn’t
think it is unusual for state legisla-

tors to step in and “express concern” about contract negotiations
or other issues at state universities.
The subpoenas issued to the
IBHE and Eastern that requested
documents asked for any written
information relating to the contract or compensation of stationary engineers; any actions or proposed actions taken by a state
agent in regards to the contract
negotiations; any actions or proposed actions taken by a state
agent concerning Eastern’s budget
that are “related” to the engineers
contract negotiations; any written
information pertaining to the
IDOL’s prevailing wage release
and any written material related to
the application of the prevailing
wage and communications about
it with those outside of IDOL.
The documents requested are
from Jan. 1, 2001 to the present
date.

from Page 1
have been subpoenaed for documents only, IBHE officials have
been requested to testify before a
grand jury on the subject. A date
had been set for Keith Sanders,
IBHE executive director, and Ross
Hodel, the board’s legislative liaison, to stand before the grand jury
earlier this month, but that date
was canceled and a new one has
yet to be issued.
In a prepared statement,
Sanders said the board is cooperating with the subpoenas.
“As far as we know, no one in
higher education is under federal
investigation,” he said in the statement.
Don Sevener, a board
spokesman, would not comment

Bill
from Page 1

passed that number will
increase by $20,000, Gary
Reed, director of Utilities,
said Wednesday.
“That’ll hurt where we are
trying to conserve,” he said.
“We feel any dollars that we
can’t save these days.”
Funding to pay the
increased water bill will come
from state appropriated dollars as well as bond revenue
money, Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs, said
Wednesday.
Although the new rates
will hurt the budget, Reed
said the university's current
efforts to conserve water will
continue.
“This rate increase will not
negate our conservation
efforts,” he said. “We’re doing
significantly better conserving
water. We’re still way ahead of
the game.”
This year’s proposed rate
increase is the second in
Charleston since 1986, the
other was a 20 percent
increase in 1999.
This year’s proposed rate
hike is following a new trend
for the city in an effort to
compete with inflation without having to increase the
rates by large numbers like
that of 1999, Barber said.
Barber reiterated that the
new system of small increases
each year to the water rate is
better and will allow the city
to keep up with inflation and
the cost of business.
“That’s why we’ve adapted
the strategy we have,” he said.
“Either way we have to make
increases. Instead of letting
ourselves fall behind, we make
smaller increases annually.”
The water rate will be
voted on at the next
Charleston City Council
meeting Tuesday and Reed
said he will be prepared for
the 2 percent increase to pass.
“We will find the money to
pay the water bill,” he said.
“By using less it will cost us
less and maybe we can survive. We have to do what we
can to survive this stuff.”
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Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

LIFEGUARDS for Charleston Rotary
Pool. Must be 16 yrs. of age & hold all
required certifications. All applications,
including photocopies of certifications,
are due by Monday April 22 at the
Parks & Recreations Dept. office.
Apply in person at Parks & Recreation
office, 520 Jackson, Charleston.
Questions about the application
process should be directed to Gena
Bunch, Aquatic Facility Supervisor.
You can reach Gena by leaving a
message at the pool 345-3249. She
will return your call a.s.a.p. For more
information call Parks & Recreation
Dept. office at 345-6897. EOE
_______________________4/11
LEISURE POOLS taking summer
applications for summer employment. 235-5585 Donna.
_______________________4/12
BRIAN’S PLACE needs part-time
bartenders & waitress. Apply in
person. 21st & Broadway.
Mattoon. 234-4151
_______________________4/15
Local janitorial/house keeping service.
Currently has summer positions open.
Morning hours available. Call Peggy
or Kira-345-6757
_______________________4/16
GREAT SUMMER WORK! $712+/hr. Home City Ice Route
Delivery & Packaging Positions.
Available in Peoria, Decatur,
Springfield,
Bloomington,
Morris, & Kankakee. Make
money and have fun! Call 1800-642-8994
_______________________4/17
Now hiring summer staff for Girl
Scout Resident Camp! Unit
Leaders, Counselors, Lifeguard
openings. Camp is located near
Ottawa, IL. Season runs June 16
- Aug 3. Minorities encouraged
to apply. For application write or
call: GSTC, 1533 Spencer
Road, Joliet, IL 60433 or 815723-3449
_______________________4/19
Summer Delivery Driver Needed.
Stay in great physical shape. Great
summer income. Overtime available
on a weekly basis. Incentive bonuses.
Must have or be able to attain CDL’s.
Good driving record a must. Neat
appearance & good customer service
skills are required.Stoutin Premium
Ice Casey, IL 217-932-4614
_______________________4/23
Daytime sitter needed for infant &
4 year old. Beginning July thru the
school year. Must have local references. Early Childhood Major preferred. 345-6457 for details.
_______________________4/29
$250 a day potential bar tending.
Training provided 1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_______________________4/29
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is now
hiring Painters & Job Site Managers
for the summer. NO experience necessary. EARN $8-10/HR. Call 1-888277-9787 www.collegepro.com
_______________________4/29
Stop asking your parents for
money! Get a job with WESTAFF
in partnership with MCLEOD
USA. Currently hiring team players & sales-oriented individuals.
Must be available 5-9pm MonFri. $9/hr plus incentives.
WESTAFF Staff for business.
Jobs for people.. 217-345-1303.
eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00

Get a jump start on your summer
job! Call WESTAFF In partnership
with RUFFALO CODY. Currently
hiring part time telemarketers.
Work up to 40hrs/wk over summer! Flexible scheduling between
4-11pm Sun-Thu. WESTAFF Staff
for business. Jobs for people.
217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Lincolnwood
Pine
Tree
Apartments hiring apartment
cleaning staff. Full time May,
June, July. Great jobs for students needing money & a good
summer job! Call 345-6000.
_________________________00

House for rent. 5-6 people. 1 block
from campus. 3 full baths. 3
kitchens. “The Loft.” Call 348-6477.
_______________________4/12
NICE, CLEAN 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HALF BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED
OR NOT-$215 EACH. 345-6967
_______________________4/15
NICE 4 BEDROOM APARTMENT
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
NEW CARPET, NEW BATHROOM,
KITCHEN, READY WHEN YOU
MOVE IN. FURNISHED OR NOT
$235 EACH. 345-6967
_______________________4/15
VERY NICE, LARGE ROOMS, 7
BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR REC
CENTER. FULL 2 BATHROOMS,
WASHER, DRYER, DISHWASHER, AIR. PLENTY PARKING.
$245 EACH. 345-6967
_______________________4/15
VERY UNIQUE 1,2&3 BR Apts.
Cathedral ceilings, loft BR’s,
Private Sundeck, A/C, Off street
Parking, trash and water included.
MUST SEE!!! Call 348-0819,
Leave message.
_______________________4/15
For Rent three Apts. Close to
Campus Rent $265 to $325 For
information call 345-2086.
_______________________4/15
A Great Apt. Turn-of-Century
church, Renovated to duplex in
1998. 4 BR in each. 16’ ornate
stamped tin ceilings in LR and
BR, balcony, hardwood floors,
new kitchen, bath AC, heat. Trash
and water paid, $285 per room.
348-7702.
_______________________4/15
3 bdrm house for 3. $250 each. 10
month lease. Washer, dryer, and
dishwasher. 549-7242.
_______________________4/15
2 bedroom, 1 bath, air conditioned, furnished apt., recently
remodeled, parking, trash paid, no
pets, 11 mo. lease, close to campus. $235/month 348-8994.
_______________________4/16
6 bedroom, 2 bath, furnished
house, recently remodeled, parking, trash paid, no pets. 11 mo.
lease.
close
to
campus.
$255/month. 348-8994.
_______________________4/16
2 bedroom home, 3.5 acres. 2 car
garage, pond, creek, and fire pit. 8
miles from EIU. Washer and
dryer, central air, furnished. 2-4
renters at $650/month. call 2350939.
_______________________4/16
2 Fall rentals homes 4/5 BR, 5
BR, with 2 baths. W/D, A/C, trash
paid. Within 2 blocks campus 3453253
_______________________4/17
2 Bedroom Townhouse. Year
lease and deposit. No pets.
$420/mo. 254-5148.
_______________________4/17

2 Bedroom townhouse. 3 tenants$155/mo each. 1 year lease and
deposit. No pets- 9 months negotiable. 2554-5148.
_______________________4/17
House for 4 or 5 girls. W/D central A/C,
2 baths. Trash Paid. Furnished if
requested. Close to campus 345-3253
_______________________4/17
2 bdrm 2 bath, Washer/ dryer furnished apt close to campus. 345-9267
_______________________4/18
2/3 BEDROOM APT. MUST SEE
GOOD DEAL. 2/3 PERSONS
$170/MONTH. 348-5032.
_______________________4/19
ONE BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR. 3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. FURNISHED WITH A/C,
GAS, HEAT, SHARE UTILITIES WITH
ATTACHED HOUSE. CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462.
_______________________4/19
Two students need two more to
share nice house close to campus. $175/month and shared utilities. 348-3968
_______________________4/19
2 bedroom furnished apt 1056
2nd street Central Air, DSL
Internet, Laundry available Aug.
2002 $650 per month 345-6210.
_______________________4/20
2 bdrm, $400.00 Mo. water/trash
included. 1408 14th St. 348-7698
lv. message 10/12 mo leases
_______________________4/24
Efficiency Apartment Available
Aug 15 $340/month includes all
utilities. Close to campus, off
street parking, carpeted, air conditioned. 1 yr lease. No pets. No
smoking. 345-3232, Days.
_______________________4/26
1 1/2 BLKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH STREET. 1 BR APTS, LOW
UTILITIES, INCLUDES LAUNDRY
FACILITY AND GARBAGE SERVICES. AVAILABLE AUGUST 15,
2002. CALL 348-8249
_______________________4/29

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
2BR, 1/2 block to EIU, low util, cable
paid, free parking, $230/person. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/29
1BR apts for 1 from $250/month. Lists
at 1512 A Street. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities, A/C,
coin laundry, ample parking. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/29
1 person looking for a roomy apt? Try
this 2BR priced for one @ $350/mo.
Cable TV and water incl. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29

BARGAIN APTS. for 1, 2 or 3 residents. Private bedrooms, starting
at $133.34/person. Semester payment discounts. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES- SOME NEW CARPET &
VINYL. Great floor plan, 3&4 BR,
deck, central a/c, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, 2 1/2 baths. From
$188-$251/person.
345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Faculty, staff, grad student. Apts
for 1 person, close to EIU.
Available starting May thru Aug.
$325-350. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29

Help wanted
2 to 3 bedroom unit, 10 month lease,
central. air, new appliances, close to
campus. Call 346-3583
_______________________4/11
For Rent: Girls only 3 bedroom
house; 3 bedroom apartment; 2
bedroom apartment. Across from
Buzzard. Call 345-2652.
_______________________4/11
90 Red Thunderbird SC, Excellent
Condition, Call for details. 5812601. Lowered Price. $4000
_______________________4/11
Great, one of a kind 2 BR apt.
Roomy, homelike, great closet
space, washer/dryer. $450. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/12
5 BR House, washer/dryer, Call
345-7993 or 348-1232.
_______________________4/12
Furnished 4 bedroom house.
Close to campus with W/D.
$200/person. 10 month or 12
month lease. No pets. 345-9670.
_______________________4/12
3 BR House 11 month lease, W/D,
A/C, heat, close to EIU 1st time
rental $360/month & utilities. Call
Brian 345-1402
_______________________4/12
On campus apts., 1812 9th,
behind EIU police. 3 & 4 bdrm.
Extra nice and furnished, new
washers & dryers, parking lot,
trash paid. Available Aug. 2002.
12 mo. lease. Call for appoint.
Leave message. 348-0673.
_______________________4/12
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts for Fall 20022003. Trash Furnished. No pets.
345-4602.
_______________________4/12
2 Bedroom House, 1613 11th st
Available now or Fall, $420/month
plus deposit. No pets. 345-4602.
_______________________4/12
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people.
Includes heat, water, trash.
$500/month. 897-6266.
_______________________4/12
2 Bedroom unit now available for
Fall 2002. Good Location just
North
of
Morton
Park.
$450/month; tenant pays all utilities. 897-6266.
_______________________4/12
3 Bedroom house available for
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities.
811 11th street. 897-6266.
_______________________4/12
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people.
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th
street. 897-6266.
_______________________4/12

UNIVERSITY POLICE. Attention!!! The Stadium lots must
be emptied of vehicles on the following dates: TODAY,
April 11 and Monday, 4/15/022. All vehicles must be out of
the lot by 12:30pm. Any vehicles left will be ticketed and/or
towed. Questions, call 3213
RHA. Campus Perk this evening from 8pm to Midnight in
Thomas Hall basement. Come hang out and socialize while
enjoying FREE snacks, coffee, and hot chocolate. All are
welcome!
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
Meeting on Thursday at 7pm in Buzzard Hall, room 2430.
We will be discussing out annual conference and summer
camp. Your input will be greatly appreciated.
ZOOLOGY CLUB. Meeting on Friday at 12pm in LFSB,
room 3080. Guest speaker is Dr. Sabine Loew. Come hear
Dr. Loew’s research “Of Mice and Men- the effects of heavy
metal pollution on a mammalian model organism.” Dr.
Loew is from ISU.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large
Group Meeting at 7pm in the Martinsville room on the 3rd
floor of the Union. We will be discussing how to have a
good summer. Everyone is welcome.
FREESTYLE CIRCLE. Meeting at 7pm in the Casey room
of the Union. Tim Edwards will talk about the position of
VP of financial affairs.
GRAD STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL. Grad Student
Expo at 2pm, 3pm, and 4pm in the Oakland room of the
Union. There will be a Family and Consumer Science presentation.
EIU ASTRONOMY CLUB. Meeting on Sat. April 20th at
7pm in Lumpkin Robeson Auditorium. Come to the showing of Star Wars Episode I. Get ready for Episode II.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bunch-For-Lunch
today at 11:30am-1pm in University Food Court.
ROTC. Rappelling, One Rope Bridge, & Knots at 3:30pm at
the Tarble Arts Field/Klehm Hall. BDU’s, LBE, pen &
paper, wet weather gear, METT-T dependent
THE CIRCLE OF WISDOM. Weekly Meeting, Thursday,
April 11 at 8 pm in Thomas Hall Basement

9 Month Lease
Female Housemates
1808 S. 9th St.
Single & Shared Rooms
Cross Alley to MLK Union
& Health Clinic

All Utilities Included!
A/C, Heat, Water, Trash

“2 Telephone Lines”
Cable TV, D/W, W/D
3.5 Baths
2 Frig & Extra Freezer

Completely Furnished
Off Street Parking by
Campus Police Dept.
Local Landlord Owner
Dan 345-3273

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
Note: In a letter bank, the letters of one word are used (and
repeated as necessary) to spell a longer word or phrase. For
example, IMPS is a letter bank of MISSISSIPPI.

ACROSS
1 Loudspeaker
sound (and a
letter bank for
60-Across)
6 Planets and
such
10 Steamy
14 Howled
15 Raise a stink
16 Isaac’s firstborn
17 See 71-Across
19 Hoosegow
20 Freshwater duck
21 Sporty Fords
23 What’s more
27 Going strong
29 Became an
issue

30
33
34
35
38
41
43
44
46
47
50
53
54
55

See 13-Down
Neigh-sayer
Educator Horace
Company with a
dog in its logo
Applicable
Do away with
___ Moines
Harmony
They have long
tails
See 50-Down
Many states
have them
Mrs. Chaplin
“___
Breckinridge”
Present from
birth

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
F
I
E
L
D
A
P
H
I
D

A
N
D
I
E
L
E
O
N
E

I
N
A
N
E
S
E
R
F
S

B L A
B A Y
C I N

R E
E D
C I N
T E
O
A
R P R
S E
O R C
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F I D
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A T E
M
B
E
B
D
S

O R B S
R E E K
N A T I
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T
T I T
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E
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E E R B
R I E
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D A M
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B I R D
A R O S
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N
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N E W T
E E D E
M Y R
N
A R R E
P A U L
A N T I

L
A
C
A
T
S
E
A
P
U
R
S
E

Oldtowne Apartments
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
4 LOCATIONS
Close to campus
345-6533

CampusClips

57
59
60
66
67
68
69
70
71

Knock for a loop
Dutch cheese
See 1-Across
Queue
French cheese
Singer Abdul
Monopoly card
Sound
Ludicrous (and
a letter bank for
17-Across)

1

2

3

No. 0228
4

5

6

14

7

8

10

15

17

18

24

25

26

30

21
28

31

13

35

36

37

63

64

65

22
29

32

33

34
39

43

12

19

27

38

11

16

20
23

9

40

44

41

42

45

47

46
48

49

DOWN
1 London’s ___ 1
or ___ 2
2 “Love Story”
composer
Francis
3 “The
Fountainhead”
author Rand
4 VCR button
5 Touch up
6 More than fancy
7 Seeing things
as they are
8 “Wanna ___?”
9 “Saturday Night
Live” staple
10 It’s often burning
11 Jeff Bagwell,
notably
12 Hotel staff
13 Derby prize (and
a letter bank for
30-Across)

50

51

53

52

54

55

56

59

60

66

67

68

69

70

71

57

58

61

62

Puzzle by Greg Staples

18 Getting warm
22 Without exception
23 Orchard pest
24 Sierra ___
25 Lord’s workers
26 Approximately
28 Ruler until 1917
31 Hang tough
32 Popular card
game
35 Rootin’-tootin’
36 More adorable

37 Out of it
39 Dancer
Charisse
40 Opposite of
ecto42 Abound
45 Pen up
47 Made to take
the fall
48 Main course
49 Spread (on)

50 Football locale
(and a letter
bank for
47-Across)
51 Actress
MacDowell
52 Mindless
56 Goes back out
58 Vintners’ valley
61 Pitcher’s stat.
62 Skedaddled
63 Track feature
64 Ivy Leaguer
65 ___ Leman
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Braviere
from Page 12
could be spent at the events
going right here in our backyard.
To start, the Eastern baseball
team is taking on the team that
was picked to finish first in the
Ohio Valley Conference, Austin
Peay.
Although the Panthers have
struggled with inconsistency all
season long, I think last week-

end's three-game sweep of
Bradley was just what the doctor
ordered for turning the season
around.
What better way to kill a
Saturday than by watching a couple of baseball games in a nice
new stadium, or down the foul
lines with a couple of "pops".
And while that is going on,
just across the way, why not
check out the Tugs finals on
Saturday?
I know a lot of people are saying, "why would I want to do

that?" Because even if you aren't
Greek, I'm sure you know someone who is, and I don't care what
anyone says.
It's pretty funny to see people
get dragged into the water, not to
mention the atmosphere, which
also has its appeal.
So there it is. An Eastern
weekend wrapped up in a nice,
neat little package.
I mean, think about it. What
else do you have to do?
It's not like finals are in a few
weeks or anything.

See who the Panthers
will battle this weekend
in Friday’s
sports section
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For rent
2BR money saver @ $190/person. Cable & water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Apt. for Rent 2 BR. C/A. 1 BLK
from campus. Call 345-9636.
_______________________4/29
Available for Fall, 4 bedroom.
home, $700 a month, 348-8131
Joe or Chris.
_______________________4/29
2BR Apts on square, partially furnished.
Discount rents with
extended leases includes water.
Call 345-4336.
_______________________4/29
3-4 Bedroom house, semi-furnished, A/C, 2 bathrooms, trash
paid,
no
pets.
$245/person/month. 345-0922
_______________________4/30
2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Water
& trash included. 4 blocks from
EIU. Pets welcome. $400/mo.
317-6743
_______________________4/30
2 BEDROOM HOUSE AT 201
5TH ST. CARPETED MODERN
BATH & LARGE KITCHEN. INSULATED WINDOWS, A/C WITH
CEILING FANS. UNFURNISHED.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522,
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462.
_______________________4/30
STORAGE, MANY SIZES. $35-75
A MONTH. CALL 345-7286.
_______________________4/30
4 BR house @ 1218 Division.
Across the street from Morton
Park. $220/mo. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
3 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS,
WASHER
AND
DRYER INCLUDED. IF YOU
WANT NEW, NICE AND CLEAN
LIVING CALL 348-1067.
_________________________00
2 BDRM HOUSE ACROSS
FROM BUZZARD. AVAILABLE
AUGUST. GREAT PRICE AND
LOCATION. 1921 9TH ST. CALL
348-1067.
_________________________00
4 BDRM, 2 BATH, BRAND NEW
LARGE
APTS.
AVAILABLE
AUGUST.
DSL
INTERNET
READY. WASHER AND DRYER
INCLUDED. 348-1067.
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo. on
the corner, 111 2nd st. Right next
to park. Day: 235-3373, Evening:
348-5427
_________________________00
The ultimate large new 3 bedroom
apartment. 1/2 block from Old
Main. $300 each per month.
Must see! 820 Lincoln Ph. 3487746
_________________________00
2 BR apt. New remodeled, furnished, air, laundry, close to campus, fast internet DSL available.
$235-$245/student. No pets. Call
235-0405 or 317-3085.
_________________________00
Mini-storage for rent. As low as
$30/mo and up. Call 348-7746
_________________________00
DISCOUNTS NOW AVAILABLE!!
2 BR Furnished Apt. New floor
coverings. 1409 10th 345-5048
_________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from
2020 10th st. Only 3 2BR Apts
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_________________________00

For rent
Unfurnished, 1 BR house at 1510 1/2
2nd St. for 1 or 2 people. No pets.
Available August 2002. 345-3148
_________________________00
BACK ON THE MARKET, extra nice 6
bedroom, 2 bath, house for girls. W/D
full, usable, basement, hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. No pets.
$275 each. 1528 1st St. 345-7286
_________________________00
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom
apartments. Rent as low as $250/person. Furnished. Super low utilities.
345-5022
_________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water and
trash included. $225 each, 3 people.
Available June 1st. Not close to campus. 232-0656.
_________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1 bedroom apts, efficiency apts and a 3 bedroom house all within walking distance
to Eastern. Call 348-0006
_________________________00
1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished. 4
location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th St.,
4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th Street. $350$500/mo. No pets 345-7286
_________________________00
Away from campus, 2 BR furnished/unfurnished. Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286.
_________________________00
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt.
Great location, laundry, all electric, a/c, off street parking. 1041
7th St., no pets, 345-7286.
_________________________00
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, a/c, off street parking,
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286.
_________________________00
3 BR furnished apts, a/c, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St.
Parking, no pets, 345-7286.
_________________________00
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS: 2
BR
townhouse
apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350
_________________________00
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 20022003. APARTMENTS COMPLETELY
FURNISHED-HEAT
AND GARBAGE ALSO FURNISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.
_________________________00
Large 3 Bedroom house near
Morton Park. Screened Front
Porch.
Private
Backyard.
Available May 15 No Pets. 3456370. Leave Message.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230
each per month.
1305 18th
Street. Call 348-7746.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Two
Adults
$230
each
Unfurnished/
$250
each
Furnished. 2001 S 12th Street.
Ph. 348-7746
_________________________00

For rent

For rent

Roommates

Personals

For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02: * Newly remolded, 4 Bedroom house, Central Air, Offstreet parking. Walking distance to
EIU. 276-5537
_________________________00
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition,
all electricity, c/a quiet, reserve
parking. No pets 345-7286
_________________________00
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or unfurnished 904 7th St.
No pets. Call 345-7286.
_________________________00
Four students needed to lease
large townhouse for Fall 2002.
Central air, dishwasher, disposal,
washer & dryer. Trash paid.
Available August 15th. No pets.
345-6370. No Pets.
_________________________00
1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available
2002-2003 fall -Spring school
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002.
10 &11 month leases available.
Security deposit required. No pets
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice location, close to campus. 348-8305
_________________________00
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!
House for 4. Available Fall 2002.
Across from Old Main. 348-8406.
_________________________00
2 bdrm furnished apt on the square
avail Aug 1st carpeted, central air,
dishwasher security deposit $450/per
month. 345-4010.
_________________________00
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR
apartments. Furnished, very
large. Ideal for couples. $350-450
per apartment. 743 6th st Call
581-7729(days)
or
3456127(evenings)
_________________________00

2 BR House available August.
Carport, W/D hook-up. No pets.
$500 per month. 345-7286.
_________________________00
4
BR
House
Near
EIU
Dishwasher, W/D, C/A Trash Incl
$275 each.Call Poteete 345-5088
_________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl. $250 each.
Call Poteete 345-5088
_________________________00
Lincoln
wood
Pinetree
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285.
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11
month lease. 345-6000.
_________________________00
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. $145/mo. summer;
$195/mo. fall/spring. Most util.
incl. Kitchen privileges. 1403 7th.
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 pm
_________________________00
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt at 1512
2nd St. $275/per person per
month, no pets. 345-3148
_________________________00

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SIGN LEASE A.S.A.P. FOR FALL
2002.
UNIVERSITY COURT
APARTMENT,VERY CLEAN AND
FULLY FURRNISHED. CALL AMY
@ 581-8062.
_______________________4/12

Tri-Sigmas you are doing a
great job with Greek Week.
Keep up the good work!
_______________________4/11
SIGMA KAPPA-TUGGERS: You
all will do awesome this week!
Good Luck!
_______________________4/11
The men of Delta Chi want to wish
good luck to all those participating
in Greek Week!
_______________________4/12
Tri-Sigmas- Congratulations on
placing 1st in Greek Sing. Your
hard work really paid off.
_______________________4/12

DOONESBURY

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

For sale
“90 Red Thunderbird SC, Excellent
Condition, Call for Details. 581-2601
Lowered Price $4000
_______________________4/12
Giant and Haro Bikes, Kiwi
Kayaks and Acces. at “OAKLEY’S” in Mattoon. 234-7637
open Tues.-Sat.
_______________________4/30

Sublessor
Sublessor needed for summer, inexpensive, huge apartment practically
on campus. Call 345-8817
_______________________4/12
Studio apt. summer. great location. rent negotiable, air cond.,
utilities included. Call 34381251
_______________________4/12
Sublessors Needed! spacious 2
br on 7th street. Available June 1mid August. Rent Negotiable.
345-0865
_______________________4/12
Large 1 bed apt. for summer.
Fully furnished and great location. Rent negotiable call 3450799.
_______________________4/19
NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BEDROOM APTS) LOCATED ON 9TH
ST. MID-CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED, INDIRECT WALL LIGHTING, CERAMIC TILED LIVING
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITIONAL
LEASING INFORMATION, CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
________________________00

Announcements
Reward for Rooster and Hen
taken from our porch. It was a gift
from our daughter. 345-6436
_______________________4/15
Anyone with info about an accident on I-57 Friday April 5 at
about 8:30pm. Contact Monique
McInnis @ 581-8090 or 512-9006
_______________________4/11
$250 a night potential bartending.
Training provided. 1-800-2933985 ext. 627
_______________________4/29
Can you spare any Graduation
tickets? (9am ceremony) Please
call Sarah 348-6049 if you have
extra!
_______________________4/12

Advertise
In the DEN

Roommates
Female roommate needed for
2002-2003 school year. Great
townhouse, private parking, 2
blocks from campus. 581-5093,
Ask for Emilee.
_______________________4/12
Female roomie needed for 20022003 2 BDRM Apt. Very close!
Call Melissa ASAP 581-5093
_______________________4/16

Personals
Cortney, thanks for all your hard
work with greek sing. We couldn’t
have done it without you! Love,
your Tri-Sigma Sisters
_______________________4/11
Tri-Sigma air band girls you
looked HOT while you rocked the
stage in star style. Love your sisters.
_______________________4/11

If you advertise it
they will come...

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS

Sports
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Pitchers’ duels make Panthers knockout Cougars
way for long ball
I
t definitely wasn't the result I
wanted, but Wednesday's
Cubs vs. Mets game was
what I wanted to see.
The first six innings were
great. Kerry Wood pitched six
strong shutout innings and
Shawn Estes gave up just one hit
in six frames of work.
It was the brisk pitcher's duel
that I love to see.
In today's game that makes a
futile effort to accommodate fans
that hypocritically demand fast
games with high scoring and
thinned pitching talent from
expansion, it's rare that I get to
watch a pitchers’ duel.
Whenever I turn on
Sportscenter, I'm bombarded
with insignificant projections for
how many home runs Barry
Bonds will hit or someone saying, "just like Bunker Hill, that
ball is history."
More often than not, I expect
a game to be a slugfest. That's
what made not just Wednesday's
game with the Mets special, but
also Tuesday's game.
Jon Lieber pitched eight
innings of two-hit baseball. Most
pitchers are lucky to pitch eight
innings and give up two runs, let
alone two hits.
I consider myself a baseball
purist and it depresses me when I
think that pitchers duels used to
be the rule rather than the exception.
I suppose it is just a sign of
the times.
Back then, news didn't travel
as fast and neither did scoring in
baseball games.
The way to score a quick run
used to be a double and a single.

Out of Left Field

Matt Meinheit
Associate sports editor
e-mail: cumrm12@pen.eiu.edu

Now all it takes is one quick
swing of Barry Bond's bat and
the ball is on its way to
McCovey Cove.
Had Wednesday's game been
played under slightly different
circumstances, say down the
stretch or in the postseason, it
would have been considered a
great game.
Since it was played in the first
month of the season, it probably
will just be one of the thousands
of forgotten regular season
games, but I think I will remember it because of the last three
innings.
After Wood's and Estes’ great
starts, both teams turned to their
bullpens. The Cubs scored a pair
of runs thanks to an error by the
Mets.
In the eighth, the Mets scored
two runs the way most fans
would prefer, back-to-back home
runs by Robby Alomar and Mike
Piazza.
I guess I can't expect every
game to be like Tuesday's game,
where the Cubs scored their runs
one at a time while Lieber and
Antonio Alfonseca shut out the
Mets.

Caitlin Bullis/ Associate photo editor

Junior Kirk Walters takes a swing during Eastern’s second game against Bradley Saturday at the Coaches’
Stadium at Monier Field. The Panthers took a 19-4 win over Chicago State Tuesday on the road.

Eastern romps Chicago State 19-4 before OVC match
By Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor

After Wednesday’s 19-4 romp
at Chicago State, the Panthers
baseball team is hoping it saved
some offense for its weekend
series against Austin Peay.
Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz is confident there is
plenty of punch left in Eastern’s
bats for the three-game series
against Austin Peay.
The Governors were picked to
finish first in the Ohio Valley
Conference preseason poll.
“This is definitely a good
tuneup for this weekend’s series,”
Schmitz said.
“A lot of guys really swung the
bat well today.

Thursday @

Mothers
ry Thursday
Eve

Bacardi Pardi

Limon, O ,Silver ONLY $2

Ladies Night
Miller Lite
Sp. Exp Lt.
Old Style

$2 22oz Big Bottles
$1.25 Drinks
$1.25 Bottles

$1.25
pints

Amaretto
Stone Sours &
Fuzzy Navels

DJ Chris keeps the party going all night long!

75¢

Buttery $1.00
Nipples
Foosball
Tounament
8:30

FREE 6” SUB

when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or greater
value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 5/10/02

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

Offer good at the following location:

430 W. Lincoln • Charleston, IL • 345-7827

GIVE IT A TRY

Simply

For A Good Honest Sandwich.

Only two players in the lineup
didn’t get a base hit in the game
and seven had two hits.
Sophomore Andy Kuntz
earned the win in his first start of
the season. He threw for four
innings, allowed only two runs
and struck out five batters.
He had plenty of support
from the start as Eastern scored
six runs in the first inning, starting with a three-run home run
from freshman Mike Gavin.
It was the first of two home
runs for the infielder.
His second was a solo shot in
the fifth inning.
“We got the lead early and
Andy (Kuntz) did a nice job
going at them,” Schmitz said.
“He didn’t give them a chance

to get back in the game.”
The Panthers (10-14) blasted
five balls over the fence in the
game.
Sophomore Marcus Jackson’s
first hit of the year was a home
run in the game.
Junior
Bret
Pignatiello
clubbed a two-run homer and
junior Aaron Shelbourne swatted
a three-run blast.
Eastern scored its 19 runs off
18 hits and had only one error.
The Cougars (3-14) had only
five hits and committed two
errors.
Chicago State scored on a
two-run homer with two outs in
the fifth inning and didn’t get
another hit until there were two
outs in the ninth.
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Players
from Page 16
Just before Samuels met with
Kelly, Herrera told the coach of his
intentions not to return.
“He seemed really surprised,”
Herrera said of Samuels’ reaction to
his decision. “I don’t think he knew it
was coming. He wanted me to be
sure it was the choice I wanted to
make.”
Samuels said Herrera’s decision
was purely an academic one.
“The door's kind of left open
there. He's a walk-on. He was not on
scholarship,” Samuels said.“And right
now, he's saying he's probably not
going to play next year. He's had a
change in his career goals. He's going
to attempt medical school and wants
to concentrate solely for the next two
years on academics.”
Or was there more to it than that?
“When I came here as a freshman
walk-on, I had the understanding
that if I earned a spot on the team,
and if I contributed, I would earn a
scholarship,” Herrera said.
“After starting 18 games and playing sometimes 20 minutes a game

Samuels
from Page 16
"We had a kid in last weekend,
we're going to talk to him this week
about signing, offering him a scholarship. We're in the thick of the
process right now."
Complicating Samuels' recruiting process was the departure of
Kelly. That decision left the veteran
head coach and his staff looking for

(last season), I thought I contributed.
I guess it wasn’t seen that way.
“I wasn’t offered a scholarship, so I
thought my services were no longer
needed anymore,” the Macomb High
School product said. “I have some
tough classes next year. It would be
different if I was under a scholarship.”
Samuels didn’t see it that way.
“His objective in initially coming
here was to see if he could be put on
scholarship. I think every walk-on has
that desire,” Samuels said.
“But I really think that wasn't a
factor, because when we met this
spring, before we got very far into the
discussion, he said, 'Coach I need to
tell you, I don't think I'm going to
play next year.'
“We didn't even get to the point
where we were thoroughly discussing
what scholarships were available for
next year,” he said. “And that would
have been a hard call.”
It might have been an easier call to
make if Samuels was aware Kelly
wasn’t going to return.
“Frankly, I visited with him before
I visited with Ryan Kelly,” Samuels
said. “I didn't know Ryan Kelly's
scholarship was available. I'm saying
that's a hard call ...”
But would the knowledge of a

departing Kelly have made a difference?
“Yes. But you also have to look at
a team's makeup,” Samuels said.
“We're losing a 6'7 kid (senior Todd
Bergmann) and we're going to
replace him with a 5'7 kid?”
Hererra still contends he thought
there was scholarship in his future.
“Last year (2000-2001) I didn’t
play much,” he said. “They saved a
scholarship this year (2001-2002)
and didn’t give it to anyone. I thought
they were saving it for me to make
sure I contributed.”
The third Panther that won’t be
making any contributions to the team
next season is Henry.
The decision for the Zion-Benton
product not to return stemmed out of
a spring meeting with Samuels.
“It was a joint discussion between
Rod and I in terms of what his future
playing opportunities would be,”
Samuels said.
“If he were going to seek to move,
this was the year to do it, because he
has two years of eligibility remaining.”
Since Henry went from starting
to almost exclusively sitting the
bench, the decision didn’t come as a
complete shock.
“It crossed my mind this season

(that I may have to leave), but it didn’t really happen until the end of the
season,” Henry said. “I wouldn’t say I
was surprised. It’s a business.”
Samuels said the decision had to
be made in the best interest of the
team’s future.
“I don't know that Rod was on the
same page. Always the discussion is
No. 1, what do we need to be better
next year?” Samuels said.
“And in certain cases, we talk
about what playing opportunities will
be available. That's pretty much my
opinion of what I think will develop
for them in future years.”
His opinion was that Henry
should seek a Division II program
where he would see more minutes on
the floor.
“One of the things I think is
important in Rod Henry's case, and
one of the things I talked to him
about, is he is a tireless worker,”

Samuels said.
“He is a great kid. My encouragement to him was to find a level where
he can be rewarded with substantial
playing time for his efforts.”
Now that an additional three players have announced their intentions
to leave the program, Samuels has the
challenge of filling three open roster
spots this spring.
“I wish the best for them. It’s
going to be different bringing kinds
in and learning the motion offense,”
Herrera said.
“And people that are leaving, and
the way they are leaving, it will hurt
the team a little,” he said.
Nonetheless, all three will miss
their time in the program.
“I played with them every day,”
Henry said.
“It doesn’t feel the same anymore.
I know I’m not gone yet, but it doesn’t feel the same.”

a completely different kind of player this spring.
"Ryan Kelly has put us in a position where our recruiting process
had not included a 6-7, 6-8 forward-type," Samuels said.
"We didn't think we needed it.
We've had to reevaluate that and
get in late on some big forward
prospects."
A recent change in NCAA rules
has made it even more difficult for
Samuels & Co. to recruit players to

fill those final three of the team's 13
scholarship spots.
"The new NCAA legislation
that went into effect April 1 doesn't
allow evaluation in the spring –
only contacts with the players,"
Samuels said.
"In the past we were able to go
to the exposure shootouts on
Saturdays and Sundays and see 200
kids play. Now we can't do it. All we
can do is watch a workout if it's part
of what the player's team is doing in

the spring and it's at his high
school."
Samuels said he has until July 1
to announce his 13 scholarship
players. He said he will likely leave
all nine of his returning scholarship
players on scholarship.
Samuels also said he intends to
use two of the three remaining
scholarship spots for big men,
either centers or forwards.
However, what he'll do with the
third scholarship remains a mystery.

"With the third one, we'd probably take the best player available.
We might take a four-year transfer
that would have to sit out a year,"
Samuels said.
"At least one of the big kids we'd
like to go JC (junior college).
"I may hold that third scholarship deep into the spring or the
summer, looking for that four-year
school kid that wants to transfer or
a kid that qualifies academically late
from high school."
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I played with them every day. It doesn’t feel the same anymore. I know I’m not gone yet, but it doesn’t feel the same.
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Baseball team defeats Chicago State 19-4. Page 14
Out of Left Field. Page 14
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Panther Sports Calendar

Sports

Today: M Tennis at Murray State
Friday: Softball vs. Tennessee State, home 2 p.m.
Friday: M Track at Arkansas, all day
Friday: W Tennis at SEMO, 2 p.m.
Saturday: Baseball vs. Austin Peay, home (2) 1 p.m.

Three players say goodbye to Samuels
Kelly, Herrera, Henry decide not to return to basketball team for various reasons
By Kristin Rojek
and Bill Ruthhart
Senior reporters

When head coach Rick
Samuels’ team was ousted in the
first round of the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament February
with a 47-point loss to Murray
State, he questioned whether losing
just one player from that team was
a plus.
“We only lose one player, but I’m
not sure that’s a positive sign right
now,” Samuels said following the
loss. “I think we have to do some
soul searching. I think we still have
to decide we will get better.”

And now part of getting better
will have to mean losing an additional three players from last season’s squad as sophomores Ryan
Kelly, Rod Henry and Chris
Herrera have all decided not to
return to the men’s basketball program next season for various reasons.
Perhaps the biggest surprise was
Kelly’s decision to leave the team.
The Hersey High School product
from Arlington Heights has decided not to play next year to allow
ongoing injuries to heal. It is
unclear if Kelly intends to return for
his senior season.
“My plan is to take a year off and
rest, but if I get healthy, I might

come back,” Kelly said. “My knees
are shot. And my ankle healed up,
but I started running on it again,
and now it’s hurting.”
To say the decision caught
Samuels by surprise would be an
understatement.
“It was a shock. We talked about
it,” Samuels said.
“I asked him to go home for
spring break, think about it, visit
with his family, but he came back
feeling the same way. At that point,
I'm not sure it's worth it ... talking
kids into playing or staying involved
when I'm not sure their heart is in
it.”
Not only is Kelly choosing not
to play next season, but he has also

Ryan Kelly

Chris Herrera

chosen not to redshirt, which would
still allow him to stay on scholarship and practice with the team.
“It was his choice. He is redshirting in the sense that he’s not
playing, but he felt it was fair to the
program that we needed the scholarship, because he won't practice or

Rod Henry

anything,” Samuels said.
“That would be hard for me to
have him on a college scholarship
that counts, but not have his body
in practice or anything. We're limited as it is,” he said.
See PLAYERS Page 15

The Shooter

Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu

Spring’s evil
trap set for
weekend
ood morning, sports
fans. One weekend, and
so many events. I wonder
if there will be enough time to see
them all.
For the first time this season,
Eastern's campus will finally succumb to what I like to call
spring's evil trap.
The weather is supposed to be
warm and sunny for the first time
(last weekend was still a little cool
for my liking), and there will be at
least three events that sports fans
on this campus shouldn't miss –
okay, two and a half.
The half comes in with the
Masters Tournament taking place
this weekend.
I know there are a lot of golf
fans on this campus, and what
better way to spend some down
time this weekend than watching
the world’s best play on the
biggest stage the sport has to
offer?
I would also like to point out
that even though I am an avid
golf fan, this will be the first and
last time golf will be mentioned in
this space.
While The Masters is a great
thing to be a part of, don't let it
take away from the time that

G

See BRAVIERE Page 13

Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer

Head coach Rick Samuels talks to junior J.R. Reynolds while the team sits during a time out at a game this season in Lantz Arena. Samuels will now
search for three more players to fill open scholarships left by Rod Henry, Ryan Kelly and Luke Sharp.

Samuels scrambles to fill scholarships
By Bill Ruthhart
Senior reporter

With the unexpected departure of two scholarship players and the graduation of two others,
head men's basketball coach Rick Samuels has
been left with the difficult task of recruiting
three players this spring.
This fall, Samuels signed Josh Gomes, a
guard from Frankfort Christian High School in
Indiana. However, he still has three open scholarship slots remaining on his roster. The first
belongs to senior Luke Sharp, who didn't play
the past two seasons because of career-ending
shoulder injuries. The other two are those of
Rod Henry and Ryan Kelly.
Kelly decided to take next season off in order
to heal his ailing ankle and knees. He will not
participate or practice in any team activities and
will thus not receive a scholarship. Henry has
decided to leave Eastern to seek more playing
time at the Division II level.
Those decisions, along with Sharp's gradua-

tion, have left Samuels and his staff engrossed in
recruiting this spring.
"Spring is always a scramble, for several reasons," Samuels said. "We knew we were going to
have Luke Sharp's scholarship this fall, and if
we could have gotten the right 6-8 or 6-9 kid to
sign in the fall we would have taken them in the
fall. But we didn't get the right 6-8 or 6-9 kid,
so we elected to go ahead and wait."
While Gomes will fill the scholarship void of
Todd Bergmann, the team's lone senior from
last season, Samuels is still left with filling the
two unexpected scholarship openings left by
Henry and Kelly. Sophomore guard Chris
Herrera also elected to leave the team, but he
was a walk-on and wasn't receiving a scholarship.
"I started getting nervous about three weeks
ago. It's not panic, but we're set probably to offer
a couple scholarships this week. Hopefully we'll
get some response there," Samuels said.
See SAMUELS Page 15

2002-2003 Scholarship roster
Men’s basketball team still holds on to three spots
Name

Position

Year

Henry Domercant
J.R. Reynolds
Ramon Taylor
Craig Lewis
Jan Thompson
Jesse Mackinson
John Thorsen
Jason Wright
Andy Gobczynski
Josh Gomes

forward
guard
guard
guard
center
center
forward
guard
forward
guard

senior
senior
senior
senior
senior
junior
junior
soph
rs-soph
freshman

Scholarships
Rod Henry ........open
Ryan Kelly ........open
Luke Sharp .......open

